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So what work do you do to a motor vehicle that has clocked 150,000 km or more?

You probably will have to replace a few bushes in the front end.

You should check your brake pads & replace all four brake pads if needed & its good to 
bleed the brake fluid & replace it.

You will probably need new tires.

Alternator replacement.

You probably will need a exhaust system service, this could mean a new muffler or 
exhaust pipes.

You most likely will need a new battery.

You will need a fuel filter change.

You will need a oil filter change.

You will need a engine oil change.

The windscreen wiper blades should be replaced.

Gearbox oil replacement or automatic transmission fluid change.

Radiator flushing & use coolant instead of water.

You might need to replace the odd light globe in your lights.

Something electrical not working, you might need a new fuse in the fuse box, they are 
usually rated in amps.

Brake switch might need replacement.

Spark plugs might need replacement.

You might need new ignition leads that run from the distributor to the spark plugs. 

You might need a new distributor.

Shock absorbers replacement, there is one for every wheel.



Carburetor reconditioning or in modern cars a electronic fuel injection service.

Fan belts replacement.

Harmonic balancer might need replacing

Starter motor replacement.

Water pump replacement.

Bearings in wheels might need replacement.

Ball joints & cv joints replacement near wheels.

Rack & pinion service or replacement or steering service might involve replacement of 
the pitman arm.

In power steering you might need a new reconditioned power steering system

In manual cars you might need a clutch plate replacement.

Air filter will need to be replaced.

Seat belt replacement.

Seat cover replacement.

Master brake fluid cylinder replacement.

Hoses might need to be replaced.

Door hinges replacement, this is only done rarely.

Engine gasket replacement, head gasket or gasket near the rocker cover.

Piston rings replacement.

Automatic transmission re-conditioning which usually involves water jet cleaning & 
degrease of automatic transmission housing. Otherwise manual transmission gearbox 
cleaning which involves water jet cleaning & degrease & checking for worn gear cogs. 
This also involves cleaning inside the differential.



Note today most cars have hardened valve seats meaning there is no more need for 
leaded fuel, so your valve seats won't usually need any work.

If the air conditioner, rear window demister & fan & heater are not working you might 
need a new power relay.

Also trucks & other mechanical machinery is usually maintained in the same way by 
looking for faults & identifying worn parts & replacing them.

Diesel engines in trucks are very reliable, but there is always room for diesel mechanics.

In regards to basic servicing the engine oil needs to be changed & the gearbox oil needs 
to be changed, radiator water flushed & refilled with coolant, usually every 10,000 km.

The above listed parts & other parts not mentioned above can be identified in a numeric 
list & all have to be replaced, you can obtain information about the specific numbers of 
thousands of kilometers a certain part will last for.

So you see it is easy to repair & maintain vehicles. Note a vehicle might not need all of 
the above work done, only some work done.

It is easy to make repairs to a vehicle instead of replacing the vehicle.

Remember that upgraded & repaired motor vehicles are more environmentally friendly 
than purchasing new vehicles because less resources & materials are used to make 
repairs to vehicles.

The Sydney harbor bridge is not scrapped & re-built & cars are the 
same, however a lot of foolish & un-environmental people do scrap 
their cars & buy new ones as opposed to treating their cars & 
repairing them as they should do. There are mechanics, auto 
electricians & panel beaters & there are tools & equipment which 
can be had at auto shops like auto one, repco, autobarn & supercheap 
auto. Save the worlds energy resources & treat & repair your car.

Whats really needed is a robotic pit stop that repairs all kinds of car 
problems, yes robots that repair cars.



Treating your car like the Sydney Harbor Bridge . . .



The Sydney harbor bridge is not scrapped & re-built & cars are the 
same, however a lot of foolish & un-environmental people do scrap 
their cars & buy new ones as opposed to treating their cars & 
repairing them as they should do. Their are mechanics, auto 
electricians & panel beaters & their are tools & equipment which can 
be had at auto shops like auto one, repco, autobarn & supercheap 
auto. Save the worlds energy resources & treat & repair your car.

Whats really needed is a robotic pit stop that repairs all kinds of car 
problems, yes robots that repair cars.

http://freethinker.typepad.com/the_free_thinker/2009/11/could-robots-repair-cars.html

Cars could last a thousand years or more if they were repaired by 
robots. Save the worlds energy resources & use a robot to repair all 
kinds of vehicle or machine problems, repair steel machinery & 
vehicles as oppose to scrap & re-forge them & save the worlds 
energy resources.

We have reusable rockets & there should be reusable motor vehicles. 

http://www.supercheapauto.com.au/

AUSI, AUSI, AUSI, Australien Universal Space Industries.

http://freethinker.typepad.com/the_free_thinker/2009/11/could-robots-repair-cars.html
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